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Abstract— A new approach to automatic modular fixture 

planning is provided. The strategy identifies the entire place 

plan candidates of a piece-piece making use of linkage 

mechanism idea and excludes the infeasible location plan 

candidates via evaluating their accessibility and fixture-

ability. With the exceeding requirement for the automotive 

industry and plan according to the market every year there are 

change occur in the model of a car. At every year to compete 

in market a new model or change in features to be done and 

that will affect the assembly line and which cause a 

modification and a new fixture design requirement. To avoid 

this time taking process a modular fixture design generated 

by linking mechanism. By which it will be easy to make 

changes in future. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In these troubling monetary instances, corporations are 

searching for methods to optimize the construction and 

utilization of their assets. Now more than ever, firms are 

trying to manufacture and fabricate their goods as cheaply as 

possible by retaining excessive construction variability and 

sustaining low error counts. Additionally, firms are asking 

younger, much less skilled employees to manage tasks which 

are often selected for extra experienced engineers to maintain 

the abilities, whilst decreasing the number of employees. An 

example of a cost cutting gadget is a fixture. A fixture is an 

instrument that is used to thoroughly find and preserve a 

piece-piece in a manufacturing or fabrication process. For 

getting a better result for saving time of the industries for 

wasting time in modification gripper with modular concept 

for design purpose are the best option which will insure the 

sudden modification in parts with the availability of BOP 

parts by which instant action will be taken for apply changes 

in the fixture. Which will make modification in line in less 

time as compared to modification part. 

 
Fig. 1: BIW 

A. Background 

These fixtures have many benefits due to the high pressure 

and the excessive tolerances that would be performed but 

they're additionally very expensive. With the advent of bendy 

manufacturing systems, setups which are able to vary relying 

on the kind of product required to be created, and fixtures 

which can be in a position to adapt with the alterations are 

probably the most desirable. 

B. Flexible Manufacturing 

In the auto enterprise there are lots of changes arise within the 

mannequin for a vehicle and there are tons of variant for a 

vehicle physique. To overcome challenge facing for the 

duration of any alterations occur in the model. Flexible 

fixture manufacturing required for the extra drawback going 

through at some point. In dash meeting panel there are sixteen 

variations by means of taking regarded in best single mission. 

further there are probability for changes arise in the panel in 

keeping with the facility furnished by way of enterprise for 

the development within the panel with the change occur no 

need to make new line for the panel for single change for the 

panel will rationale a change in fixture for making change in 

fixture there are required be trained for the suitability of 

design. There are twelve variant available for dash assy. 

According to which we have to make changes in our fixture 

for make it suitable with our design flexible. 

 
Fig. 2: Dash Assembly Panel Driver Side View 

C. Modular Assembly Fixtures 

Modular fixtures are one of the most broadly used fixtures 

designs. They are composed of a base with tremendously 

movable extensions that allow quick configuration 

alterations. These fixtures can also be made swiftly using 

computer aided fixture design tools, and have the 

improvement of being reusable in a couple of configurations. 

Fixture accessories play a most important role in the usage of 

a modular Fixture. The designs which can be in use now had 

been headquartered on the wants of dedicated fixtures and 

had been adapted to be adjustable. Fixture add-ons are made 

specifically for each variety of base plate, but they're usually 

grouped into the classes: base plate, helps, locators, clamps, 

and add-ons. Components which can be produced certainly 

for the T-slot base plates incorporate the further categories: 

guiding components, fastening add-ons, and mixed units. 

 
Fig. 3: GR8 Modular Gripper Design 
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II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

As we are exceeding with our data there are lots of key points 

we see towards jigs and fixture these points are related to 

different conceptual links to fixture. But if we find out a 

method to do our job in a pattern manner we go to follow 

through this industrial chart follows by companies to achieve 

their job responsibility for designing a fixture. For a designer 

lots of calculation to be done for providing a good product to 

customer. These calculations achieve more suitability for an 

operator to do job efficiently with no distortion come in job. 

This will be assuming as spot missing and location of tool 

offset from location due to which location confirm by 

customer will not achieve. 

A. Preparation to Start Design Activities 

For starting a design in a project required data will be get from 

customer for working on it. During spec meeting with 

customer lots of work to be done on assembly of a panel and 

requirement from the customer. Because every industry 

follows their own standard for fixtures for get standardization 

maintain on their panel assembly line for manage their 

standard. Which will be giving a satisfactory involvement 

from customer and manage to change in fixture during fixture 

design review meeting problem faced in there operated line. 

 On the basis of assembly size project cost will be 

decided according to panel assembly size, quantity of fixture 

and type of fixture. This will be give further work information 

to proceed in the field. And mostly type of fixture decided by 

TAKT time required for the assembly. 

B. Process Planning 

After getting 2d & 3d data from customer and requirement 

for complete line further work will be started for the complete 

calculation of achieve TAKT time for the assembly let us 

assume two lacs products per year needed for the customer in 

two shifts per day. 

Takt time = average time for the product to prepare 

 Let we take average time for one assembly prepare 

are 5 minutes then according to that calculation number of 

station required for the product will be decided. 

 As over base calculation if we further proceed then 

 Total working days available 284 days 

 No. of working shifts in a day = 2 shifts 

 Working hour in a shift considered as = 8 hours 

 It means total time available 8*2*284 = 4544 hours 

 And job calculation 60/5 = 12 

 Then production achieved yearly 4544*12 = 54528 

products per year 

 If we find out efficiency for work it will be assumed 

as 85% for mechanical industry. Which will be reduced from 

our calculation. 

 Then the product produce per year are 46349/year 

and our requirement for the product are two lacs then we 

required 200000/46349 = 5 stations or otherwise 

 

. 

C. 2D Concept 

For further proceed in designing a fixture second gain 

knowledge of have got to require so as to be certain PLP 

region plan for a fixture in step with which all datum for baby 

ingredients might be decided according to which region for 

the part might be setup in keeping with car line of assembly. 

For every baby phase there are two holes which are lock 

function for phase in meeting and the accuracy and role of 

these holes are grasp for assembly. For this intent, there are 

working of these holes are to fixed the role of part. These two 

holes are datum holes for the panel. Fixing the role of section 

and the accuracy in mating assembly. Most of the time, in 

bolting procedure there are clearance between thread and 

screw clearance gap so as to purpose disturbance in function 

of section in assembly for this because dowel utilized in part 

for mounting. 

D. 3D Concept 

There are lots of software in the market for 3D designing 

purpose but on priority used software are SOLIDWORKS, 

CATIA, PRO-E and NX. For understand how we start over 

design we must have availability of 3d data for panel 

assembly which will be used as reference for our fixture 

design and it will cross verify with 2d data for panel drawing 

and all the PLP points provided in 2d drawing will be inserted 

in 3d data for various units added for 3d concept design and 

it will further match with location and resting clamping points 

on the panel which will ensure stability of panel during 

operation perform time. After hold all location and clamping 

fixture will go for simulation process if fixture is robotic then 

it will access the space which will helps in founding way to 

clear gun without fouling. If there are some fouling in fixture, 

then improvements in design will be done. Different unit 

samples used in normal fixture design for complete fixture 

concepts. 

1) Locating Unit 
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2) Resting & Clamping Unit 

 
3) Rotary Unit 

 
4) Ejector Unit 

This is the unit used for eject panel from the fixture after 

perform operation on the fixture which will take all the 

balancing points below side resting and after unclamp panel 

from the fixture there will be not easy to pick big size panel 

for a human being. For easily pick facility ejector unit added 

on fixture. 

Ejector unit will be divided into two parts 

 Lifting Ejector 

 Tilting Ejector 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A wide range of articles regarding fixture studies such as 

fixture design, fixture modelling and automate fixture 

planning was studied during this project. Interestingly, it can 

be seen that these topics follow a historical line divided into 

different areas. These areas also include number of major 

topics that learning them is essential for making a good 

understanding of the issue. It has been tried to cover all this 

line relatively and efficiently. Figure shows the evolution 

trend of fixture designing and its major topics in each period 

during years. It also illustrates studied literatures for this 

project and location of each in this history line. 

 
 In the chapter of modular fixture design, it has been 

recounted that two distinct strategies exist and although the 

inspiration is really historic, still there are subject matters to 

be discussed and investigated. This will also be predominant 

due to the fact of two motives: first, within the matter of 

automatic design, it's critical to understand whether or not a 

new complex section may also be fixture utilizing present 

fixtures or shall design a brand new one. Second, probably 

the designer has comfortably overpassed a fixture design that 

does not require custom-made components. This can be 

avoided with algorithms that recall all possible fixtures for a 

given part. Fixture modelling may also be discussed from a 

few elements of view. Depending on what the rationale of the 

mannequin will probably be, distinctive methods can be 

utilized. Cad-established modelling, geometric modelling, 

analytical and numerical modelling, and kinematic modelling 

are examples of exclusive methods. The most important goal 

for modelling of machining methods is to boost a predictive 

capability of machining performance despite the fact that 

most of the times the purpose of modelling is to advocate 

some optimization ways which is based on the mannequin 

form. As an illustration, Wang tries to optimize and slash the 

tolerance error in fixture of sensitive components equivalent 

to air foils or tiny digital elements by using proposing a new 

model that considers the surface geometry of the contacting 

points. 

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

For a welding process mainly requirement for achieve tact 

time for a process without it production achievement for a 

part is not possible. For this purpose, fixtures are required for 

complete the production on time. During the process for 

designing fixture, no. of quantity for a fixture decided 

according to space availability and production quantity 

required for the products. According to these criteria stages 

are selected for the product. There are lots of variant available 

for a panel assembly if we think to operate all panel with fixed 

type units then we need more fixtures or re-spot fixture for 

the assembly. Which will make more cost or space taking. So 

that we need to think about a design. Which will make drive 

according to panel variation in design. Flexible design are the 

futuristic part for the industry in every field. Without think 
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about it we cannot assume further design as a designer 

because with time there will be some development and 

modification in the product due to which further work needed 

on the design. Without flexibility in design we are not able to 

make change easily. In a spot welding fixture accessibility of 

gun must require for the spot taking in fixture which will 

require a path helps in access robotic and manual welding 

easily. 

 With the support of FMS, producers are now 

competent of changing their product or manufacturing 

approach as fast and as low-priced as feasible. By the way, 

this adaptability can most effective be obtained through 

increasing the complexity of the system; which may also be 

known as a drawback on the FMS strategy. As a result of 

progress of simulation techniques, the new tools helped 

engineers to beat this complexity and so increasing the 

understanding and predictability of the manufacturing 

programs. In discussion with industrial partners within the 

mission, it is discovered that most often, the terms simulation 

and modelling if used collectively, can quilt an extensive 

variety of the product development stage 

V. CONCLUSION 

With all the aspects we can go further for finding a solution 

for decrease the level of problems there are lots of solution 

available for increase TAKT time for the production but we 

adopt the method which will satisfy all the conditions implies 

for the product these are: 

 Robot Pay load 

 Flexible design 

 Operation miss poka-yoka 

 Automatic Variant selection 

 Automatic stud selection 

 Part loading & unloading 

 Part handling 

 Space saving design 

 These are the major issues we face during design for 

compatible for a gripper solution for a complete automatic 

line part will pick from the starting position and all the 

operation will be done by robot. 

 Robot will automatically pass panel from one station 

to another station and in heavy panels these are required for 

saving part loading and unloading time. 

 
 This is the dash assembly re-spot welding gripper on 

which not feasible spots on previous fixtures will be taken 

and by making some change in this we can use this fixture for 

stud welding also. In the fixture as we can see there are seven 

resting and clamping units in this gripper and three locating 

units in which have one is common for both LHD & RHD 

and two big size locating pins shown in figure are for different 

variant as LHD & RHD and differentiate with the panel data. 

And more units in it are copper resting at stud welding 

locations and sensor are provided for variant identification on 

fixture. 

 In the end after concluding all the data from thesis 

requirements for a suitable fixture which will give a 

satisfactory result in production and easily change will be 

done due to its manufacturing aspects. 

 In the industries main problem for the production 

line are time if a single part production delay will effect 

complete assembly line. That’s why modular fixture can be 

used instead of normal fixture finds the ways to easily 

assembly of parts which are available as BOP item and not 

effected with the time issue occur during normal fixture 

modification and hence it will give priority to flexible 

manufacturing. 

 For a robot failure during production line are 

accessibility of robot joints and pay load given for the robot. 

These two options will directly affect the performance of a 

robot and life. If we used modular gr8 gripper, then it’s all 

BOP parts made up off aluminium which will reduce the load 

for a robot for pick a fixture and perform operation on it will 

be easy. 

 
 When we used gripper for the line then simulation 

work for a fixture will become easy as it will affect the 

movement of one robot not suitable or feasible then gripper 

robot will move with respect to the clear area and plays 

effective role in the easily operation perform on a job. 6 

degrees of freedom are the minimum needed to reach a 

volume of space from every angle. The longer the arm, the 

greater the volume that can be reached. More than 6 joints 

and the robot becomes kinematic ally redundant – it can reach 

the same spot at the same angle in more than one way. 
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